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Abstract

Many packet schedulers for QoS networks are equipped

with a rate control mechanism. The function of a rate control

mechanism (rate controller) is to bu�er packets from ows

which exceed their negotiated tra�c pro�le. It has been es-

tablished that rate controllers lead to reduced bu�er require-

ments at packet switches, and do not increase the worst-case

delays in a deterministic service. On the other hand, rate

controllers make a scheduler non-workconserving, and, thus,

may yield higher average end-to-end delays. In this study, we

show that by properly modifying a rate controller, one can de-

sign a scheduler which balances bu�er requirements against

average delays. We present a scheduler, called Earliness-

based Earliest Deadline First (EEDF), which achieves such

a balancing using a tunable rate control mechanism. In simu-

lation experiments, we compare EEDF with a rate-controlled

EDF scheduler and a workconserving version of EDF.

1 Introduction
The selection of the packet scheduling discipline which

operates at output ports of switches is one of the key design

criteria for a Quality-of-Service (QoS) network. In the last

decade, numerous packet scheduling disciplines have been

proposed for QoS networks [1, 15, 20, 23].

Packet scheduling disciplines can be classi�ed as workcon-

serving or non-workconserving. A workconserving scheduler

always transmits a packet when there is tra�c waiting. A

non-workconserving packet scheduling discipline may leave a

link idle, even if there is a backlog of tra�c.

Non-workconserving scheduling disciplines have been pro-

posed for use in a QoS network for di�erent reasons: Slotting

or framing, delay jitter control, and rate control. Examples

of schedulers which use slotting and framing include Stop-

and-Go Queueing [14] and Hierarchical Round Robin [3]. In

a similar way as time-division multiplexers, these schedul-

ing disciplines divide time into periods of �xed length, so-

called slots or frames, and assign periods to ows. If a packet

misses an assigned slot, the packet must wait until the be-

ginning of the next available slot. Thus, if a packet arrives
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to an empty scheduler, the scheduler will stay idle until the

next available slot. A second group of non-workconserving

schedulers is used to implement a service with bounded de-

lay jitter, where delay jitter of a ow refers to the range of

end-to-end delays of packets from this ow.1 Examples in-

clude Earliest-Deadline-Due{Delay Jitter (EDD-DJ) [17] and

Rate-Control Static-Priority{Delay Jitter (RCSP-DJ) [21].

To enforce lower bounds on delays, schedulers with delay jit-

ter control have a holding mechanism which bu�ers packets

until the bound on the minimum delay is satis�ed.

Neither framing nor delay jitter control are widely used

in current QoS networks. The primary reason for employing

non-workconserving packet scheduling disciplines in todays

networks is to perform rate control or shaping of packets en-

tering a scheduler. The algorithms for admission control and

provisioning of bu�er and link capacity are based on a charac-

terization of a ow's tra�c, called tra�c pro�le or TSpec [4].

However, since the tra�c pattern of a ow can get distorted

inside the network, the tra�c of a ow may no longer ad-

here to its original pro�le. A rate controller2 is a mechanism

which enforces that tra�c from a ow which is forwarded to

a scheduler conforms to its original pro�le. This is achieved

by bu�ering all packets exceeding the pro�le. Clearly, a rate

controller makes a scheduler non-workconserving. Examples

of scheduling disciplines which employ rate controllers are

Rate-Controlled Static Priority (RCSP) [22, 18] and Rate-

Controlled Earliest Deadline First (RC-EDF) [12]. For a

service which guarantees bounds on the worst-case delay of

packets, so-called deterministic service, a scheduler with a

rate controller can satisfy the same set of delay bounds as a

workconserving packet scheduler [19].

There are many arguments for and against non-

workconserving schedulers (see [15], pp. 227-228). A disad-

vantage of non-workconserving packet scheduling disciplines

over workconserving algorithms is that they may increase av-

erage end-to-end delays. However, one can argue that this

is a non-issue for applications which are only interested in

worst-case delay guarantees. Also, the argument that rate

1More precisely, in this context, the maximum delay jitter is the dif-
ference between the maximum and minimum end-to-end packet delay.

2Rate controllers are also referred to as regulators and shapers. We
will use the terms interchangeably.
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Figure 1: Illustration of trade-o�.

controllers waste bandwidth can be disputed since a sched-

uler can always transmit best-e�ort tra�c. An argument

against jitter control is that it can be made obsolete through

bu�ering at the receiver. An argument against both jitter

and rate controllers is that they require maintaining per-

ow state information at switches. An advantage of rate

controllers is that they reduce the total amount of bu�er

space needed for a ow at switches [7, 8]. Overall, the jury

is still out on the advantages of using workconserving over

non-workconserving disciplines, or vice versa. This study will

contribute to the debate by arguing that it may not always be

meaningful to draw a clear line between workconserving and

(rate-controlled) non-workconserving scheduling disciplines.

In this paper we point out that there is a design space

between rate-controlled (non-workconserving) and workcon-

serving schedulers which can be exploited by a switch de-

signer. We present a modi�ed Earliest-Deadline-First sched-

uler, called Earliness-based EDF (EEDF), which enables a

switch to trade o� lower bu�er requirements for higher aver-

age end-to-end delays (see Figure 1). To our knowledge, this

study is the �rst which argues that, from a performance per-

spective, workconserving and and non-workconserving (rate-

controlled) schedulers are two extreme points on a spectrum

of feasible scheduler designs.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In

Section 2 we present an example which illustrates the re-

lationship between average delays and bu�er requirements

in workconserving and rate-controlled schedulers. In Sec-

tion 3 we quantify an expression for the so-called earliness,

de�ned to be the maximum waiting time in a rate controller.

In Section 4 we present the EEDF scheduler. In Section 5

we discuss simulation experiments which compare the EEDF

scheduler with workconserving and rate-controlled versions

of EDF. We present conclusions in Section 6.

2 E�ects of Per-Node Tra�c Shaping
In Figure 2 we show a scheduler without and with a rate

controller. A workconserving scheduler never stays idle if

there is a packet waiting to be sent. If a scheduler has a rate

controller, the rate controller monitors arrivals to the sched-

uler and enforces for each ow that tra�c arrivals conform

to the tra�c pro�le of the ow. A rate controller makes a

scheduler non-workconserving since a packet may be kept in
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Figure 2: Scheduler without and with rate controller.

the rate controller even though the link is left idle.

Figure 3 depicts an example of an arrival scenario at a

workconserving scheduler. The example demonstrates how

tra�c is distorted, resulting in increased burstiness and in-

creased bu�er requirements. In the �gure, a reference tra�c

stream sends packets which are carried through a sequence of

switches, depicted as circles. We assume that, at each switch,

the maximum delay of a packet satis�es a delay bound D.

(By convention, the delay bound includes the transmission

delay of a packet. We assume that propagation delays are

negligible) Figure 3 shows a feasible scenario of seven packet

arrivals. The horizontal lines are time lines and packet ar-

rivals are depicted as boxes. A packet is not considered ar-

rived unless the last bit of the packet has arrived.

In the example, seven packets arrive, equally spaced, to

Switch 1. The �rst packet from the reference ow experi-

ences the maximum delay D. We assume that, at all switches,

packets from the reference ow which are queued behind

the �rst packet are transmitted back-to-back following the

�rst packet. Subsequent packet arrivals do not receive any

queueing delay. Note that such a scenario can occur, if, at

each switch, packet 0 is delayed by higher-priority tra�c,

and there is no additional higher-priority tra�c once packet

0 has been transmitted.

In the �gure, we see that the �rst packet, packet 0, de-

parts from Switch 1 and arrives to Switch 2 at time t0 +D.

At time t0 + D, packets 1 and 2 have accumulated behind

packet 0. Per our assumptions, packets 1 and 2 are trans-

mitted immediately following packet 0, separated only by

the transmission delay. Thus, we see a burst of three packets

arriving at Switch 2.

At Switch 2, we assume again that packet 0 experiences

the maximum delay D. When packet 0 is transmitted, at

time t0 + 2D, �ve packets from the reference ow have ac-

cumulated in the queue, and arrive as a burst to the next

switch. When the packet depart from Switch 3, starting at

time t0+3D, the burst has grown to include all seven pack-

ets. An important observation to be made is that the burst
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Figure 4: Packet arrivals at rate-controlled scheduler.

size increases at each switch.

In Figure 4 we show the same arrival scenario for a non-

workconserving scheduler with a rate controller. At Switches

2 and 3, the tra�c from the reference ow is reshaped to the

initial periodic arrival pattern. Figure 4 shows the arrivals

at the rate controller as well as at the scheduler. At time

t0+D, when packets 0, 1, and 2 arrive as a burst at Switch 2,

packets 1 and 2 are bu�ered in the rate controller. The rate

controller reconstitutes the periodic arrival pattern. Thus,

the spacing of packets arrivals to the scheduler of Switch 2

is identical to the spacing at Switch 1. An e�ect of the rate

controller is an increase of delay for all packets but packet 0.

The example illustrates the trade-o� of workconserving

and non-workconserving schedulers. With workconserving

schedulers, the burstiness of the reference stream, and, hence,

the bu�er requirements, increase with the number of switches

traversed. In contrast, rate controllers bound the burst size

of a ow and, therefore, yield lower bu�er requirements.

However, a consequence of bu�ering is that the average delay

of packets is increased. In the depicted example, assuming

that the transmission time of a packet is 1 and the delay

bound is D=6 packet transmission times, the average delay

of packets is 21 in Figure 3 and 23.3 in Figure 4. In [19] it was

shown that, in a deterministic service which gives bounds on

delays, rate controllers do not require larger worst-case de-

lays. (In our example, the worst-case delay of D at each

switch is experienced by packet 0.) To overcome the draw-

back that a packet is held in the rate controller even when

the scheduler is idle, di�erent approaches have been taken.

For example, in [21] and [9] the scheduler transmits best-

e�ort tra�c, if there is no packet with service guarantees

in the scheduling queue. In [13], the scheduler simply picks

some packet held in the rate controller for transmission if

the scheduler queue is empty. Note, however, that the lat-

ter technique may, in the worst-case, su�er from a burstiness

increase similar to a workconserving scheduler.

3 Quantifying the E�ects of Tra�c Shaping
In this section, we present an expression for the amount of

time that an arriving packet may wait in the rate controller

of a non-workconserving scheduler, referred to as earliness.
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The theoretical basis for the presentation in this section is

Cruz's network calculus [7, 8, 9] and [13]. We assume that

the underlying network service is a deterministic service with

guarantees on worst-case delays.

Let Ain
i [t; t+ � ] and Aout

i [t; t+ � ], respectively, denote the

arrivals and departures in time interval [t; t + � ] from ow

i at a switch on its path. Arrivals to the �rst switch on

the route are assumed to be bounded by a right-continuous,

non-decreasing, sub-additive function A�i as follows:

Ain
i [t; t+ � ] � A�i (�) 8t;8�;8i (1)

We refer to A�i as tra�c constraint function and say that

Ain
i conforms to A�i , written as Ain

i � A�i . Subadditivity

implies that A�i (t1 + t2) � A�i (t1) +A�i (t2), for all t1; t2. A
�
i

characterizes the tra�c pro�le of ow i.

As an example, in the (�; �)-model [8], where tra�c on

a ow i is described by a burst parameter �i and a rate

parameter �i, the tra�c constraint function is given by

A�i (t) = �i + �it.

There are two mechanisms which can enforce that tra�c

on a ow i entering a scheduler conforms to a given constraint

function A�i :

1. A tra�c conditioner (or policer) at the entrance of the

network may reject tra�c if it does not conform to A�i .

Alternatively, the conditioner could mark packets as be-

longing to a lower-priority service class, e.g., best e�ort.

2. A rate controller (or tra�c shaper) enforces that the

tra�c from ow i which enters a scheduler conforms to

A�i . Packets which exceed A�i are bu�ered by the rate

controller.

According to Cruz [8], if a switch satis�es a delay bound,

the following relationship can be established between the in-

put and output tra�c on a switch.

Theorem 1 (Cruz [8]) Given Ain
i � A�i at a switch. If the

switch guarantees a delay bound of Di for tra�c from ow

i, then

Aout
i (t; t+ �) � A�i (� +Di) ; for all t; � � 0 (2)

We refer to the waiting time of a packet in the rate con-

troller as earliness. This terminology alludes to the fact that

any packet held in the rate controller arrived `early' with re-

spect to its tra�c constraint function. We use "i(t) to denote

the earliness of an arrival from ow i at time t. In Figure 5

we illustrate the relationship between tra�c arrivals, tra�c

constraint function, backlog, and earliness. The earliness is

formally de�ned as:3

"i(t) = inffx jAin
i [0; t] � inf

0���t
fAin

i [0; t�� ]+A�i (�+x)g (3)

If the inverse of A�i exists, the earliness can be directly com-

puted as given in the next theorem.

Theorem 2 (Georgiadis et. al. [13]) Given a ow with

arrivals Ain
i to a rate-controlled packet scheduler, where the

rate controller enforces A�i . Let t = A
�;�1
i (y) be the inverse

function of y = A�i (t). Then

"i(t) = sup
0���t

fA�;�1i (Ain
i (t� �; t])� �g (4)

An important insight from Theorem 2 is that the complexity

of implementing a rate controller is directly related to the

complexity of computing the inverse of the tra�c constraint

function.

In the Appendix we show a proof, which is simpler than

the one shown in [13]. Also, while the proof in [13] is done

for concave functions, our proof is formulated for the more

general class of subadditive constraint functions.

3Using the convolution operator fromCruz's network calculus [9] and
changing notation so that Ain

i
(t) � Ain

i
[0; t] Eqn. (3) can be rewritten

as: "i(t) = inffx jAin

i
(t) � Ain

i
� A�

i
(t + x)g.



4 Earliness-based EDF (EEDF)
We will present a version of an Earliest-Deadline-First

(EDF) scheduler which exploits the concept of earliness

to balance the pros and cons of workconserving and non-

workconserving scheduling. The scheduler is referred to as

Earliness-based EDF(EEDF).

In EDF, each packet is timestamped with a deadline set

equal to the sum of its arrival time and a delay bound,

and packets are transmitted in increasing order of deadlines

[5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 24]. For a service where all packets

satisfy worst-case end-to-end delay bounds [6, 10], EDF has

been shown to have optimal e�ciency, in that it, among all

scheduling disciplines, supports the most sessions with de-

lay guarantees [12, 16]. The admission control conditions for

EDF, which veri�es that all packet from every ow satisfy

their delay bounds are as follows:

Theorem 3 (Liebeherr, Wrege, Ferrari [16]) A set of

ows C with delay bound Di for ow i 2 C satis�es all delay

bounds in an EDF scheduler if and only if for all t � D1:

R � t �
X

i2C

A�i (t�Di) + max
Dj>t

Lj (5)

where R is the transmission rate of the scheduler, and Lj is

the maximum transmission time of a packet from ow j.

More e�cient versions of the admission control conditions

have been derived in [5, 11].

In the past, both work-conserving and non-

workconserving versions of EDF have been employed.

The Tenet protocol suite [2] uses a workconserving version

of EDF, referred to as Delay-EDD. Here, the deadline dli(t)

for a packet arrival at time t of a ow i with delay bound

Di is calculated as: 4

dli(t) = t+ "i(t) +Di

Thus, upon arrival, Delay-EDD extends the deadline of a

packet by its earliness. The deadline of an early packet

("i(t) > 0) does not depend on its earliness.

In [12], a non-workconserving version of EDF with a rate

controller is proposed. The resulting scheduler is referred to

as Rate-controlled EDF (RC-EDF). The rate controller holds

all packets with positive earliness. For a packet with arrival

time t, the scheduler operates as follows:

If "i(t) > 0

Hold packet in rate controller for "i(t) time units

At time t+ "i(t): dli(t) = t+Di

Our modi�ed version of EDF is a compromise between

the workconserving Delay-EDD and the non-workconserving

4The actual de�nition of Delay-EDD is somewhat di�erent, as it
assumes only peak-rate enforcement of arriving tra�c.

RC-EDF disciplines, which attempts to consolidate the ad-

vantages and drawbacks of the workconserving and non-

workconserving versions. The scheduler, called Earliness-

based EDF (EEDF) is an RC-EDF scheduler with a (tun-

able) threshold parameter "�i . If the earliness of a packet

is less than "�i , the scheduler operates identically to Delay-

EDD. If the earliness exceeds "�i , the packet is kept in a rate

controller until the earliness is � "�i . The operations per-

formed by an EEDF scheduler upon arrival of a packet at

time t are as follows:

If "i(t) > "�i
Hold packet in rate controller for "i(t)� "�i time units

At time t+ "i(t)� "�i : dli(t) = t+Di + "�i
Else

dli(t) = t+Di + "i(t)

By decreasing "�i , the EEDF scheduler becomes more non-

workconserving. EEDF with "�i = 0 is identical to RC-EDF.

The result of increasing "�i is that less packets are held in the

rate controller. EEDF with "�i = 1 is identical to Delay-

EDD.

Note that, for the same sequence of packet arrivals from a

ow, the deadline dli(t) assigned to packets are identical in all

versions of the scheduler. As a consequence, the admission

control conditions in Theorem 3 hold for Delay-EDD, RC-

EDF, and EEDF.

5 Simulation Experiments
In this section, we compare the performance of EEDF with

a workconserving Delay-EDD and a non-workconserving RC-

EDF scheduler. According to our goals stated in Section 1,

and as illustrated in Figure 1, we want to gain insight into

the trade-o� of average delay and bu�er requirements in

these schedulers. We want to see how well EEDF can ex-

ploit the design space between workconserving and non-

workconserving schedulers by varying parameter "�i . Increas-

ing "�i will decrease the average delay of packets, but also in-

crease the burstiness, and, with it, the bu�er requirements,

of ows.

We have implemented a packet-level simulation to quan-

tify the trade-o� using a simulation package developed at

CMU. The simulated network consists of 10 switches in a tan-

dem con�guration, as shown in Figure 6. In the simulations,

we study the end-to-end delays and bu�er requirements for a

reference packet ow which traverses all switches in the sim-

ulated con�guration. Switch 0 is the �rst and Switch 9 is the

last switch on the path of the reference ow. At each switch,

there is cross-tra�c which interferes with the tra�c from the

reference ow. As indicated in Figure 6, cross-tra�c gener-

ated at a particular switch interferes with the reference ow

only at the scheduler at this switch. The characteristics of

cross-tra�c are identical at each switch, and cross-tra�c at

di�erent switches is not correlated.

All packets are assumed to have a constant size of 53 bytes.

The links between switches have a data rate of 51:85 Mbps.
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Value of "� (msec) in EEDF

RC- 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 Delay-

EDF EDD

Average Delay

(msec)

407.3 312.9 248.3 206.3 173.5 141.1 113.8 89.5 68.6 56.1 47.0

Max. Delay

(msec)

533.3 452.3 402.3 355.6 341.4 336.6 336.6 336.6 336.6 336.6 336.6

Table 1: Average and maximum observed end-to-end delays of reference ow.

The packet scheduling method at the switches are Delay-

EDD, RC-EDF, and EEDF. For all experiments, we have

ensured that the schedulability conditions from Theorem 3

are satis�ed. Thus, at each switch, all packets satisfy their

delay bound.

The tra�c pro�le of the reference ow complies to the

(�; �)-model with

�r = 100 Kbps �r = 10 Mbps

The parameters are chosen to resemble that of a high-volume

CBR video source, such as Motion-JPEG. The delay bounds

are set to 65 msec per switch, resulting in an end-to-end

delay bound of 650 msec. We assume that the reference ow

is greedy, that is, it will initially send a burst of size �r and

then transmit at rate �r.

The cross-tra�c has a (�; �) tra�c pro�le and parameters:

�c = 3 Mbps, �c = 30 Mbps.

Cross-tra�c arrives in an on-o� pattern. Bursts have size �c
and bursts have exponentially distributed interarrival times.

The delay bound of cross-tra�c is set to 60 msec at each

switch. Note that the average load from both reference ow

and cross-tra�c is about 80% of the link capacity.

The length of simulation experiments is set to 50 sec. We

run the simulation three times. In each run we use a di�er-

ent random seed to generate the cross-tra�c. We only take

measurements of the reference ow. We measure the max-

imum and average end-to-end packet delays over the three

runs. The maximum delay is the maximum end-to-end delay

of the packet among all the packets generated. The average

delay is measured by taking the average of the end-to-end de-

lays of all the packets generated. Furthermore, we measure,

for each switch, the maximum backlog of tra�c from the ref-

erence ow. The backlog is the aggregated backlog in the

rate controller and the scheduler. Note that the maximum

backlog directly translates into bu�er requirements.

End-to-End Delays

In Table 1 we summarize the results for the end-to-

end delays. The average end-to-end delays of the non-

workconserving RC-EDF and the workconserving Delay-

EDD di�er by almost an order of magnitude. Even though all

schedulers guarantee an end-to-end delay bound of 650 msec,

we see that the actually measured maximum delay is smaller.

The values for EEDF are between those of Delay-EDD and

RC-EDF, dependent on the selection of "�.

In Figure 7, we plot the end-to-end delays packets from

the reference ow over the duration of one of the runs of

the experiment. The non-workconserving RC-EDF has the

highest end-to-end delays. For EEDF, as we increase "�,

we see that the end-to-end delays of packets decrease. An

observation to be made is that the delay jitter, grows fast

when we increase "�.

Bu�er Requirements

In Table 2 we show the maximum observed backlog over

the three runs of the experiment. The data demonstrates

that, in a work-conserving Delay-EDD scheduler, the maxi-

mum backlog increases signi�cantly with the number of hops

traversed. The bu�er requirements at the last switch are

three times larger than those of the �rst switch.

Summary of the Tradeo�

Figure 8 summarizes the simulation results from Tables 1{

3. The �gure illustrates how the end-to-end delays and the

maximumbu�er requirements change as the earliness param-

eter "� is varied. For "� = 0, we have a RC-EDF scheduler.

For "� = 300, no packet from the reference ow is delayed at

any rate controller on its path. Hence, the scheduler is iden-

tical to a workconserving Delay-EDD scheduler. For clarity
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(b) EEDF with " = 60 ms
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(c) EEDF with " = 120 ms
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(d) EEDF with " = 180 ms
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(e) EEDF with " = 240 ms
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(g) Delay-EDD

Figure 7: End-to-End Delays of packets from reference ow.

of the presentation, the maximum backlogs are shown only

for a subset of switches, namely, Switches 2, 3, 6 and 8.

The �rst observation is that varying "� gives noticeably

di�erent results. The delays of RC-EDF ("� = 0) are much

higher those of Delay-EDD ("� = 300) . The di�erence is

more pronounced for the average delays than for the maxi-

mum delays. Figure 8 also shows how the bu�er requirements

increase as "� is increased. Note that bu�er requirements for

schedulers with "� > 0 increase with the number of hops

traversed.

Figure 8 supports our claim that EEDF is a compromise

between the two extremes Delay-EDD and RC-EDF. The

�gure shows, that for a selection of " = 120 ms, EEDF has

half the average delay of RC-EDF, and, at the same time,

signi�cantly lower bu�er requirements than Delay-EDD.

Counterexample

We want to emphasize that the di�erence between RC-

EDF and Delay-EDD, need not be as pronounced as in the

previous example. (On the other hand, the simulation results

do not depict a worst-case scenario feasible with the given

parameters.) If switches are only lightly loaded, or if switches

never built up a signi�cant backlog, the di�erence between



Value of earliness "(msec) in EEDF

Switch RC- 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 Delay-

EDF EDD

0 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750

1 1.097 1.072 1.072 1.072 1.072 1.072 1.072 1.072 1.072 1.072 1.072

2 1.171 1.247 1.471 1.471 1.471 1.471 1.471 1.471 1.471 1.471 1.471

3 1.147 1.246 1.570 1.745 1.745 1.745 1.745 1.745 1.745 1.745 1.745

4 1.172 1.321 1.496 1.696 1.920 1.945 1.995 1.995 1.995 1.995 1.995

5 1.197 1.297 1.421 1.671 1.770 1.845 1.845 1.845 1.845 1.845 1.845

6 1.197 1.347 1.446 1.646 1.770 2.069 2.194 2.194 2.194 2.194 2.194

7 1.172 1.396 1.671 1.945 2.146 2.444 2.618 2.618 2.618 2.618 2.618

8 1.172 1.396 1.770 2.020 2.144 2.394 2.568 2.743 2.893 2.869 2.869

9 1.172 1.371 1.621 1.895 2.194 2.319 2.319 2.319 2.319 2.593 2.593

Table 2: Observed maximum backlog of tra�c from reference ow at each switch (All values are in Mb).
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Figure 8: Summary of trade-o� of delays and bu�er requirements.

workconserving and non-workconserving disciplines may be

negligible. In such cases, RC-EDF, Delay-EDD, and EEDF

all give similar results.

We have run a simulation with the same parameters as in

the previous example, with the exception that we changed

the cross-tra�c from a bursty mode to a Poisson source with

average rate �c. With this change, as shown in Table 3, the

average and maximum end-to-end delays, respectively, for

work-conserving and non-workconserving disciplines are very

similar (and quite small). Table 4 shows that, the maximum

backlog of the reference ow is small, too, for all disciplines.

Obviously, in such a situation, EEDF o�ers no bene�ts.

6 Conclusions
We have argued that there is a rich design space between

workconserving and non-workconserving (rate-controlled)

packet schedulers. A disadvantage of non-workconserving

packet schedulers over workconserving schedulers is that they

lead to higher average end-to-end delays.

On the other hand, workconserving schedulers result in

higher bu�er requirements. We demonstrated that the trade-

o� presented by the two classes of schedulers can be exploited

using a tunable rate control mechanism. We presented a ver-



RC-EDF Delay-EDD

Average Delay (msec) 5.69 3.99

Maximum Delay (msec) 14.85 14.85

Table 3: Average and maximum end-to-end delay.

Switch

Scheduling Discipline 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

RC-EDF 194.6 69.7 75.0 75.5 75.5 84.7 104.5 99.7 84.7 79.9

Delay-EDD 194.6 69.7 60.0 69.7 70.2 84.7 99.7 89.5 99.7 90.0

Table 4: Backlog at each switch (All values are in Kb).

sion of Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF), called Earliness-based

EDF (EEDF), and we demonstrated that EEDF schedulers

can balance bu�er requirements and average end-to-end de-

lays.
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